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LR2KIT

Genuine Land Rover KIT assures confidence

Land Rover would like to remind you that accessories that are non-genuine Land
Rover are not warranted by Land Rover North America and may not be serviceable
at other Land Rover Retailer Centers. If your Land Rover Center or sales guide
offers you non-genuine Land Rover parts or accessories, we recommend finding
out whether they have a warranty, where they can be serviced, and what company 
provides these warranties and service.
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YOUR LR2 DELIVERS OUTSTANDING ON-ROAD PERFORMANCE as well as the 
legendary off-road capability of a Land Rover. Of course, the dynamic LR2 also features
a confident stance, purposeful and spacious interior, and an abundance of advanced
technologies. 

Now, to complete the package, you can make LR2 reflect and accommodate your lifestyle
when you consider the accessories highlighted in this brochure. The result of extensive
planning and testing, these items are engineered to ensure seamless integration with
your Land Rover. 

Rest assured that these accessories are covered by the same limited warranty as your
LR2.* To learn more about these distinctive additions, please take a few moments to
read through this brochure and then consult with your local Land Rover retailer.

*When installed at the time of your LR2 purchase.

MAKE LR2 UNIQUELY YOURS Why Buy Genuine 
Land Rover KIT?

KIT: The Land Rover Retailer-fitted vehicle
accessory range engineered specifically for
Land Rovers

Just as all Land Rover vehicles deliver outstanding on- and 
off-road performance, so does the extensive range of Land
Rover engineering-approved accessories. As a complement 
to the Land Rover owner’s lifestyle, these accessories are 
engineered to ensure seamless integration with Land Rover
vehicles. 

KIT has no equal — ranking above any aftermarket counterpart
— when it comes to proper performance with Land Rovers.

Here’s why:

PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS
Using the latest predictive stress analysis methods validates
the safety and durability of Land Rover KIT.

VIRTUAL ENGINEERING
Computer-Aided Design helps ensure that accessories are 
conceived to complement the vehicle’s lines and stylish looks.
This ensures the high quality of fit and finish one expects from
Land Rover.

ENVIRONMENTAL
Different climates provide different challenges for these 
accessories. Land Rover KIT is tested under a range of 
climate conditions to ensure quality performance.

DURABILITY
All accessories undergo the same test plan as the vehicles
themselves — rigorously analyzed far beyond the extremes 
of normal customer use.

RIG TESTING
Heavily integrated parts, such as roof bars, are developed and
tested very early on during vehicle development to ensure
seamless compatibility.

WARRANTY
KIT is covered by the same limited new vehicle warranty as your
Land Rover when installed at the time of customer delivery.
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19" ALLOY WHEEL WITH TIRE
This 10-spoke alloy wheel radiates a Chrome Shadow finish.
Tire size: 235/55 R19.

LR002800

WHEELS
Durable and pleasing to the eye, alloy wheels add a distinctive touch 

to your LR2’s sculpted appearance. 

19" ALLOY WHEEL WITH TIRE
Features a Triple Sport design and high-gloss finish. 
Tire size: 235/55 R19.

LR002803

18" ALLOY WHEEL WITH TIRE
These attractive 18" alloy wheels feature a 5-split-spoke
design and Sparkle Silver finish. Tire size: 235/60 R18.

LR002797

WHEEL LOCK KIT
Help protect your LR2’s wheels from theft with locking
wheel nuts that can only be removed with a special tool
that accompanies the kit. Fits 2006 model year onward.

LR008794

SNOW TRACTION SYSTEM
Supplement your LR2’s ability to navigate snowy, icy condi-
tions with a set of chains that easily attach to the tires.
(For front 17" and 18" wheels only.)

LR005169
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ENGINE BLOCK HEATER
For use in colder climates, the Engine Block Heater makes
starting your LR2 easier by pre-heating the engine in frigid
temperatures.

LR008792
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VALVE STEM CAPS
Let the Land Rover presence permeate every detail of your
LR2 — right down to its tire valve stem caps. These caps
are compatible with the Tire Pressure Monitoring System.

Full Color Logo LR006186
Black Logo on Silver LRN90310

CENTER CAPS
Add a distinctive finishing touch to your LR2 wheels with
attractive Center Caps.

Green Gold Logo on Sparkle Silver Cap RRJ500030MNH
Green Gold Logo on Bright Silver Cap RRJ500030MCM
Green Gold Logo on Shadow Chrome Cap RRJ500030MNL
Green Gold Logo on Chrome Cap RRJ500060WYU

BODY-SIDE RUB STRIPS 
Provide a refined, yet practical, measure of protection
against parking lot dents and other abrasions with this
durable body-side molding.

LR002791

BUMPER STYLING COVER
Supplement the sporty appearance of your LR2 with this
attractive bumper styling cover.

LR003319
Bumper Styling Cover License Plate Bracket VUB500670

Create distinctive cues with a range of attractive accessories

engineered to enhance visual appeal, functionality and protection.

EXTERIOR STYLE/PROTECTION

MUDFLAPS
Protect your prized LR2 from stones, mud and other road
debris with these durable mudflaps. Not compatible with
the Sports Styling Pack.

Front (shown in photo) LR003324
Rear LR003322
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REAR SPOILER 
Add a sporty finishing touch to your LR2 with an attractive
Rear Spoiler. (Fits the LR2 SE ’08 model year only.)

LR002464

TWIN POD DRIVING LAMPS
Illuminate your driving environment with these powerful
lamps that come in a sporty pod design. The system houses
your LR2’s driving lamp and fog lamp (utilizing your existing
fog lamp). Driving lamp covers are included. 

LR004088

BULB KIT
Be prepared for the unexpected with these LR2 replacement
bulbs and fuses. (Not pictured.)

LR003013

LICENSE PLATE FRAMES
Add a stylish accent to your LR2 with attractive license
plate frames.

Matte Black Finish LRN91640
Brushed Silver Finish LRN91650
Polished Silver Finish LRN91660
Matte Black Finish with Land Rover Logo LRN91610
Brushed Silver Finish with Land Rover Logo LRN91620
Polished Silver Finish with Land Rover Logo LRN91630

COLOR-KEYED TRIM PRODUCTS
Accentuate your LR2’s stunning appearance with a range of exterior trim products.

DOOR HANDLES
Narvik Black LR006950
Stornoway Grey LR006945
Zermatt Silver LR006946
Rimini Red LR006942
Santorini Black VPLAB0010PAB

MIRROR CAPS 
Provide an appropriate finishing touch to your LR2’s side
mirrors.

Chromed Upper VUB503880MMM
Chromed Lower LR003905
Primed Upper LR004867
Primed Lower LR004866
Narvik Black LR007533
Stornoway Grey LR004837
Zermatt Silver LR004836
Rimini Red LR004833
Santorini Black VPLAB0011PAB

All part numbers above also will fit the LR3, Range Rover
and Range Rover Sport.

LAND ROVER LOGO PLATES
Trumpet the arrival of your LR2 with these durable, stylish
Land Rover Logo Plates which feature a domed raised Land
Rover medallion mounted to the plate.

Brushed Silver LR007528
Matte Black LR007529
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SIDE PROTECTION TUBES 
Add a bold, rugged touch of protection to your LR2 with
these robust tubes. 

Black (at left) LR003840
Stainless Steel (at right) LR003318

REAR LAMP GUARDS
Pursue adventure while these sharp, durable Lamp Guards
help protect your LR2’s rear lamps.

LR003685

TENT 
Enjoy the outdoors with this day tent, which sets up in less
than 10 minutes. Includes a rear bumper partition, windows
and mesh screens. Can be attached to the rear of your LR2
(using the available Tent Connection Tunnel) or can stand on
its own.

VTW500020

TENT CONNECTION TUNNEL
This accessory allows you to connect the Tent to your LR2,
providing even greater functionality.

LR003981

SIDE STEPS
Conveniently enter, exit or load the roof of your LR2 with
these non-slip steps.

LR002773
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CAR COVER
Shield your LR2 from dust, dirt and other particles with 
this durable Car Cover. Ideal for the indoors or outdoors, 
it conveniently stores when not in use.

LR007085
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LUGGAGE CARRIER
Transport luggage on top of your LR2 with this durable,
roof-mounted carrier (116-lb. load capacity). Requires
Raised Roof Rail Kit and Crossbars.

CAN500040

RAISED ROOF RAIL KIT
The foundation for all other roof cargo carrying accessories,
these sturdy roof rails, combined with the Crossbar Kit
(LR002417), allow you to carry a range of items.
Maximum height with rails: 71.6"
Maximum height with rails and bars: 72.8"

LR007220

CROSSBARS
Crossbars support the LR2 roof boxes and carriers. Their
aerodynamic design enhances your travels by minimizing
wind drag and noise, and they can easily be removed when
not in use. (Not pictured.) Requires the Raised Roof Rail Kit. 

LR002417

Expand your capabilities with this array of accessories designed to help you carry

more while keeping everything in its proper place.

CARGO MANAGEMENT & CARRYING
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ROOF CARGO BAG
Store up to 15 cu. ft. of goods in this durable, attractive
bag. Made from weatherproof materials, it comes with
eight straps. Works ideally with the Luggage Carrier
(CAN500040).

LR004683

RATCHET STRAP
Secure items to the Luggage Carrier, Crossbars or
Expedition Roof Rack with this Ratchet Strap. 

CAR10003L
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DRAWBAR AND ADAPT-A-BALL KIT
Working in conjunction with the Tow-Hitch Receiver, this
accessory includes a 1.25" tow bar, three different-sized
adapt-a-balls and a locking pin in a sturdy carrying case.
Requires the Tow-Hitch Receiver.

LR006441

TOW-HITCH RECEIVER
Tow your boat or trailer with help from this sturdy, lockable
hitch receiver. Handles up to a 3,500-lb. trailer load capacity
and a 330-lb. tongue weight capacity. Convenient and easy
to remove from the vehicle when not needed. Stores neatly
in accompanying bag.

LR002744

TOWING ELECTRICS
These sockets, deftly mounted in your LR2’s rear bumper,
provide electric power and rear lighting for your trailer. 

N&S 7&4-Pin (2007-08 model years) LR003108
N&S 7&4-Pin (2009 model year onward) VPLFT0003

LUGGAGE BOX
Store your luggage in this 55" long, 35" wide, 14" tall container
that features a 120-lb. load capacity. Opens easily from either
side and is lockable for security. Requires the Raised Roof Rail
Kit and Crossbars.

LR005334
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BIKE CARRIER (RIDE READY)
Carry your bike on the roof of your LR2 with this sturdy,
lockable carrier that conveniently requires no disassembly
of the bike. (Shown here on the LR3, although this accessory
also will fit the LR2.)

LR006847
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ROLLING DUFFEL BAG
This rainproof duffel bag features 4 cu. ft. of storage, a tele-
scoping handle and inline wheels. It easily attaches to, and
detaches from, the Luggage Carrier (CAN500040).

LR004681

COLLAPSIBLE CARGO CARRIER
Store items during transport with this handy Collapsible
Cargo Carrier. Includes separators for added convenience.

EEA500050PVJ

SKI/SNOWBOARD CARRIER
This lockable carrier can transport either four pairs of skis
or two snowboards (78-lb. load capacity). Its slide rails 
facilitate quick, convenient loading. Requires the Raised
Roof Rail Kit and Crossbars. 

CAN500030

SURF/SPORTS/SAILBOARD CARRIER
Conveniently transport a kayak, surfboard or canoe with
this durable carrier. Requires the Raised Roof Rail Kit and
Crossbars. 

LR006846

LUGGAGE/LOAD RETENTION NET
Secure items in your loadspace with a flexible Luggage/Load
Retention Net. With its pair of ratchet straps, the net works
with tie-down points on the loadspace floor to hold your
cargo in place.

VUB503130
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REAR SEAT ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM
The system includes two independent 7" LCD headrests. View
video from any portable device with a composite audio video
output (for example, portable DVD players, iPods, camcorders
and game consoles) through audio inputs located in the central
panel at the rear of the front center console. The two inputs
allow each screen to display media from separate sources.
Control through a single button on each screen while audio
comes through dual-channel infrared wireless headphones.

Headrest DVD Visual Connectivity System 
Alpaca leather (thru 2008 model year only) LR004188
Ebony leather LR004198
Additional headphones LR004187

Your LR2’s interior is designed to be stylish and accommodating while

using the latest technology to offer comfort and entertainment.

Augment that luxury with accessories designed specifically for your LR2.

INTERIOR STYLE & TECHNOLOGY

AUDIO CONNECTIVITY MODULE 
Integrate iPod® Nano, iPod Video 30 + 60Gb and iPod Photo
(version 4) devices, using steering wheel controls for track
selection and volume. The Audio Connectivity Module offers
much more functionality than the auxiliary input that comes
standard with each LR2. The auxiliary connection allows
analog input from any personal music player device. Device
not included, although cradle and wiring is supplied. 

VPLAE0001

iPod is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.

CARGO NET
Conveniently store luggage or other cargo — while keeping
it in place and maximizing your LR2’s utility — with this
Cargo Net. 

LR003852

CARGO BARRIER
Keep your pet or cargo contained in the cargo area with
this cleverly designed barrier. Easily removed, although not
compatible with the Loadspace Liner.

LR002521

CARGO DIVIDER & GATE
Attach this accessory to the Cargo Barrier to separate
pets, or to keep pets from other cargo. Features a lockable
outer gate on one side. Not compatible with the Loadspace
Liner; must be fitted with the Cargo Barrier (LR002521).

LR002522

BLUETOOTH CELL PHONE INTEGRATION KIT
Utilizing voice-recognition technology, this kit — run through
your audio system and steering wheel-mounted controls —
enables you to make hands-free Bluetooth phone calls in
your LR2. 

Installation Kit LR002775
Telephone Module LR006430

Consult your Land Rover retailer for the most current list of
compatible Bluetooth-enabled phones.
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CARPET MATS
Help keep your carpet clean with stain-resistant, deep pile
mats. They include a waterproof backing, are sold in sets of
four, and come in two attractive colors.
Alpaca LR002497
Ebony LR002486

FASCIA KITS
Personalize your vehicle’s already appealing interior with
these fascia panels. Designed specifically for your LR2, the
panels frame both the center console and front air vents.
Available in two styles.

Sporting (Aluminum Effect) LR005036
Walnut (Wood Effect) LR005035

LOADSPACE FLEXIBLE LINER
Keep your loadspace clean and dry with this durable, water-
proof liner. Its heavy-duty fabric protects your LR2’s load-
space up to window height. Covers the loadspace floor with
the second-row seats folded.

VPLFS0005

LOADSPACE PROTECTOR
With its non-slip surface, this rigid plastic liner protects
your LR2’s loadspace.

LR002424
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LOADSPACE MAT
With its retaining lip and non-slip surface, this rubber
Loadspace Mat is ideal for loading wet, muddy boots and
gear.

LR002516
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WATERPROOF SEAT COVERS
Help keep your seats clean and dry with these Waterproof
Seat Covers. Easy to fit from headrest to armrest.

Front Seat Covers (Aspen) LR005681
Front Seat Covers (Sand) LR005682

Rear Seat Covers (Aspen) LR004928
Rear Seat Covers (Sand) LR004929

SILL TREADPLATES
Finished in highly polished stainless steel, these Sill
Treadplates lend a stylish touch while protecting the door
sills from abrasions and scuffs.

Front & Back LR002525

RUBBER MATS
Durable Rubber Mats help protect your footwells from
stains, dirt and mud.

LR002483

Land Rover takes the utmost care in ensuring that all details in the publication are correct at the time of going to press. We are constantly striving for improvement and, therefore, reserve
the right to alter specifications and equipment without notice. Details of specifications and equipment are also subject to change to suit market conditions and requirements. Please consult
your Land Rover retailer, who will be pleased to advise you on current specifications. Distributors and retailers are not agents of Land Rover and have absolutely no authority to bind Land
Rover to any express or implied undertaking or representation.
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